
The XpertJet 1682SR Pro is equipped with two AccuFine HD (high-density) print heads with more nozzles and extra width. 

Compared to the previous model, the XpertJet 1682SR Pro is up to 189%* faster. In addition this model inherits a platform 

designed to improve operability and reduce operator workload, and it is equipped with various functions to provide high user 

e�ciency. The XpertJet 162SR Pro is the �agship model of the XpertJet series.
*Comparison between the new High Quality mode and the conventional Quality2 mode (8-colour con�guration)

The MS41 eco-solvent ink excels in colour reproduction, gamut, weather resistance, and ease of maintenance. The ink has been 

certi�ed UE GREENGUARD Gold, making it environmentally and also operator friendly.

The XpertJet 1682SR Pro brings the best “Made in Japan Quality” to various applications such as banners, trade show graphics, 

indoor and outdoor signs, POP displays, vehicle wrap and more.



In 8 colour con�guration, the “natural and smooth gradation” of the light inks and the “rich expression” and “vivid colour development” of the 
warm colours enhanced by the orange ink delivers printing with “beauty” and “impact” that is ideal for Signs & Graphics.

Orange ink expands the colour gamut Clearer more vivid colours

Achieve outstanding productivity

Rich colour reproduction with a wide colour gamut

Dual AccuFine HD print heads with more nozzles contribute 
to further improve productivity and image quality

High density and precise ink dot placement 
achieve high quality solid printing with less 
banding even at high speed. 

By arranging the dots in a way that takes 
into account how they look, this reduces 
banding for smoother print images.

VerteLith maximises the performance of 
the XpertJet 1682SR Pro, and delivers 
better skin tones with smoother gradation 
and less variation in colour density.

The 3 Key Building Blocks enable high quality printing
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